
Dancing Trees Concepts

Let's learn some lessons

from the trees! 

THINK LIKE A TREE

DANCING TREE POSTER

PARTS OF THE TREE GRAPHIC

TREE CONCEPT CHOROEGRAPHY CARDS

WAYS TO USE THIS RESOURCE
for elementary through high school age dance class

Growth mindset concepts and dance movement concepts, relating to
trees, for all ages!  

Print this page to hang in your dance room, as a fun reminder for
dance posture, inspired by the trees!

Use this graphic to give your young elementary age dancers a visual
image of the parts of a tree, relating to dance (wave your branches,
reach your crown, plie' and feel connected to your roots).

Create movement phrases as a class or individually, with these cards
as inspiration.  For middle school & high school - modern, ballet, or
jazz-based movement.



Dancing Trees Concepts

Think like a tree!

TREES MOVE WITH THE WIND 

Dancers can go with the flow and be flexible! too!

LEAVES CHANGE COLOR, FALL, THEN GROW BACK AGAIN IN SPRING

Dancers adapt and change too!

TREES ARE ROOTED TO THE GROUND

Dancers stay grounded and use the floor while we dance!

TREES HAVE STRONG TRUNKS

Dancers have strong & stable bodies too!

TREE BRANCHES REACH IN MANY DIRECTIONS & ARE ALL CONNECTED TO THE TRUNK

A dancer's arms and legs can move separately & stay connected too!



Dancing Trees Concepts

LEGS & FEET THAT ARE 

ROOTED & GROUNDED

STABLE 

TRUNK

ENERGIZEDARMS

BALANCED HEAD





Move as if you were a leaf
being blown by the wind.

WIND

SWAYING
BRANCHES

Move your body like a
swaying branch,

alternating flexibility &
stilnees with strength.

CHANGE & FALL
Choose any step (like pas
de bourree'), then change
it in some way, or make it

travel from high to low,

deeply ROOTED
Create 16 counts of floor

movement. Your knees
legs, sitzbones or hands

must touch the floor at all
times.



Create a movement
phrase about balance--

alternate between 2 feet,
1 foot, releve' & more.

TRUNK
TREE RINGS

Take a step and make it
move in a circular

pathway, or use spiraling
movement in your body.

CONNECTED
Move through connected
opposition -- high & low,
right & left, hand & foot.

feel GROWTH
Create an 8 count

movement phrase, then
repeat it over & over,
making it bigger each

time.


